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Migration Update

• Migration activities have resumed following a brief suspension due to COVID-19
  – More than 2800 courses migrated (Blackboard: 900+, Sakai: 1900+)
  – Migrations complete in SCI, Bloustein, LSN, and all of RBHS
  – Migrations currently underway in 6 schools/11 programs

• Migration planning underway at EMSoP, GSAPP, SEBS, SSW, and SAS
Migration Update

- **LMS Usage Dashboard** – (Updated to include Spring 2020)
  - 6,014 courses (52.5% of all courses) on Canvas in Spring 2020
  - 3,519 courses (30.7% of all courses) on Sakai in Spring 2020
  - 1,908 course (16.7% of all courses) on Blackboard in Spring 2020
  - Moodle has now been decommissioned, has entered read-only mode
Migration Plan/Timeline (as of July 2020)

**Fall 2020**
- RBS
- LSN
- SCI
- MGSA
- SOE
- SMLR
- BSP

**Spring 2021**
- MGSA
- SOE
- SMLR
- SEBS
- SSW
- SAS
- EMSoP
- GSAPP
- GSE

**Fall 2021**
- GSN
- SASN
- SMLR
- SEBS
- SSW
- SAS
- EMSoP
- GSAPP
- GSE

**Spring 2022**
- SAS
- Project Sites

**Completed/Underway (Teaching on Canvas begins Fall 2020)**
- Next Migrations (Teaching on Canvas begins Spring 2021)
- Blackboard (Teaching on Canvas begins Fall 2021)
Migration Process Improvements

• Course Inventory: There is no longer an emphasis on each unit approving their course inventory
• Automated migration tool (K-16) has expediated process
  – Courses being migrated in bulk with limited exceptions
    • Avg exceptions per course: 1, Max exceptions per course: 26
• Automated bulk migrations have removed resource constraints
  – Initial migrations will now include entire 2-year inventory
• Individual instructor approval now optional
LMS Technical Updates

• REGIS GradeSync – Spring 2020
  – Successfully launched for Spring, feedback has been positive
  – V2 will include integration with RBHS/Banner

• Photo Rosters in Canvas – Fall 2020
  – On target

• WebEx/Canvas integration – Fall 2020
  – WebEx on target, Zoom integration currently under development

• SRDB Provisioning – Spring 2021
Next Steps

• Complete migrations underway
• Prepare unit migration plans for Spring 2021 and beyond
• Continue development on the technical improvements
• Continue optimization of LMS support network/services
• Resume work around recommendations for improving the learning technology ecosystem
Fall 2020 LMS Steering Committee Meetings

• Next project update will be sent in early September
• Meetings will be held virtually during the Fall 2020 semester
• A Doodle poll will be sent out in late August to determine availability